DOG FOSTER PROGRAM
POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND PROTOCOLS

DOG FOSTER EVENTS CHECKLIST

Dogs Attending:
- Spreadsheet of dogs attending, foster names and contact information, times attending, and whether in X-pen or on leash
- Spreadsheet of Dog Foster Events Volunteers (DFEV) attending and contact information

Foster Dog Needs:
- X-pens, as needed
- Information cards for each dog
- Water dishes
- Water
- Poop bags
- Hand Sanitizer
- Treats to reward good behavior
- “Adopt Me” vests
- Adoption files, for adoption events only

Event Needs:
- Laptop
- APA! foster banner(s)
- Tent
- Table & Chairs
- Tablecloth
- APA! flyers/handouts
- Foster flyers/handouts
- Donation receptacle
- Freebies (poop bags…), if available
- Merchandise (T-shirts) and a Square, optional